
Course CHEM 3510.001: Physical Chemistry I
Professor Dr. Jason L. McAfee

Term Summer I 2017
Lectures Mon/Tue/Wed/Thu, 10am – 11:50am, CHEM 352

Fri, June 9, 10am-11:50am, CHEM 352
Recitation Mon, 1pm – 1:50pm, CHEM 352

Professor’s Information
Email jason.mcafee@unt.edu
Office CHEM 267

Office Hours (tentatively) Friday 12:30pm – 2pm and by appointment
Office Phone 940-369-8201

General Course Information
Pre-requisites, Co-requisites, and Other Restrictions:

CHEM 1420, 1422 or 1423; MATH 1720 (MATH 2730 is recommended); PHYS 1420 or 2220.
NOTE: This course assumes the prior knowledge of Calculus I and II and Multivariable
Calculus, as well as Mechanics and Electromagnetism.

Course Description:
Thermodynamics, kinetic theory, solutions and phase equilibria, chemical equilibrium, photo-
chemistry and chemical kinetics.

Objectives:
Physical Chemistry I is part of a two-course sequence designed to provide students with
fundamental understanding of the principles underlying the behavior of chemical systems.
The core of this course is the detailed discussion of thermodynamics (both fundamentals
and chemical applications), how thermodynamic behavior arises from microscopic behavior
(kinetic theory and statistical mechanics), physical and chemical equilibria, and chemical
kinetics and transport.

Expected Learning Outcomes:
Upon successful completion of this course, students will therefore:

1. Apply knowledge of the three laws of thermodynamics to solve problems involving basic
thermodynamic processes of ideal and “real” gases.

2. Evaluate various chemical equilibrium systems – phase transitions, chemical reactions,
solutions – based on the application of thermodynamical principles.

3. Analyze kinetic data to determine rates and mechanisms of chemical reactions. Evaluate
proposed reaction mechanisms based on experimental data.

4. Demonstrate knowledge of mathematics and physics by applying that knowledge to solve
mathematical problems related to thermodynamics and kinetics.

Required Texts and Materials:
– Scientific calculator that is unable to connect to WiFi or cellular data. All calculators are

subject to inspect by the instructor or TA and subject to having their memory cleared.

Suggested Texts and Materials:
– Physical Chemistry, Atkins, any version.
– Student Solutions to accompany Physical Chemistry, Any Author, any version.

My lectures will be loosely based on the Atkins textbook. I will make homework available
to you via Blackboard (learn.unt.edu). It is highly recommended that you read the relevant
material in a textbook before you come to class. Thus, ANY textbook on physical chemistry
should be sufficient to help you in this course.
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Schedule and Academic Calendar: (subject to change)

Week Day Date Topic

1

Mon June 5 Course Introduction and Properties of Gases:
Tue June 6 thermo variables; Ideal vs “real” gases; equations of state; critical constants
Wed June 7 The First Law:
Thu June 8 energy; work; heat; state vs path functions; state vs path functions;
Fri June 9 adiabatic processes; enthalpy; heat capacities; thermochemistry

2

Mon June 12 Midterm Exam 1 1pm-2:20pm
Mon June 12 The Second and Third Laws:
Tue June 13 definition of entropy; temperature and volume dependence;
Wed June 14 calculating entropy; Helmholtz and Gibbs Energies; direction of spontaneity;
Thu June 15 Maxwell relations; natural variables; Gibbs-Helmholtz equation

3

Mon June 19 Midterm Exam 2 1pm-2:20pm
Mon June 19 Physical Transformations of Pure Substances:
Tue June 20 phase diagrams; phase transitions
Wed June 21 Simple Mixtures: partial molar quantities; colligative properties
Thu June 22 Chemical Equilibrium: equilibrium constant; temperature dependence

4

Mon June 26 Midterm Exam 3 1pm-2:20pm
Mon June 26 Chemical Kinetics:
Tue June 27 rates of chemical reactions; integrated rate laws;
Wed June 28 Arrhenius equation; mechanisms
Thu June 29 photochemistry; enzymes

5

Mon July 3 Midterm Exam 4 1pm-2:20pm
Mon July 3 Reaction Dynamics: collision theory; transition-state theory;
Tue July 4 Independence Day: NO CLASSES
Wed July 5 molecular collisions
Thu July 6 electron transfer
Fri July 7 Final Exam: Comprehensive 10am-11:50am

Exam Schedule: Mon June 12 Exam 1 1pm – 2:20pm
Mon June 19 Exam 2 1pm – 2:20pm
Mon June 26 Exam 3 1pm – 2:20pm
Mon July 3 Exam 4 1pm – 2:20pm
Fri July 7 Final Exam 10am – 11:50am

Course Policies
Grading Criteria

Course Evaluation (i) Quizzes 20%
(ii) Midterm Exams (4 × 15%) 60%
(iii) Final Exam 20%

0. Attendance

– most important source of exam information
– lectures will not come from the textbook exclusively
– lectures will come from several sources, including the textbook
– be punctual, quizzes will be promptly at 10:00am
– lecture notes will not be posted to Blackboard

1. Homework

– posted to Blackboard
– these will not be collected or graded
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– best method to learn the material
– will come from multiple sources
– solutions will be posted Sunday before exams

2. Quizzes

– attending class every day is the MOST important thing a successful student does
– learning the material as we go is probably the second most important
– 25% of your Quiz score will be given for taking the Quiz

you must be present to take the Daily Quiz
– 75% of your Quiz score will be awarded for correct and complete answering of a question,

or two, related to the previous day’s lecture
– your lowest two (2) Quiz grades will be dropped
– there will be no make-ups for Daily Quizzes, instead see the previous point
– any student leaving lecture after the Quiz, without making prior arrangements with the

instructor, will have their Quiz marked “0” and that grade will NOT be dropped
– begin promptly at 10:00am – encourages students to arrive on time
– 20% of your overall grade

3. Mid-term Exams

– mid-term exams will be given during the “recitation” period and 80 minutes in length
– focus: concepts and material covered in class, homework, and reading assignments
– ALL 4 MID-TERMS MUST BE TAKEN, at the scheduled day and time
– lowest of the 4 exam scores will be automatically replaced by a higher final exam score

– if you have an acceptable, documented reason for missing an exam (examples
include: documented illness, auto accident, participation in UNT-sponsored event,
observance of religious holiday), you will be allowed to replace the missed exam with
your score on the final exam

– otherwise, you will receive a “zero” for that exam, that zero will not be replaced by
the final, and will be included in the calculation of your final class grade

– there will be NO make-up exams given
– you may arrive late for an exam until the time when the first student finishes and

leaves – the only penalty being that you will have proportionally less time to finish the
exam. After this grace period you will not be allowed to take the exam and will receive
a score of “zero”

– each mid-term exam counts 15% of your overall grade

4. Final Exam

– comprehensive exam
– 2 hours in length
– MUST be taken and cannot be replaced by any other grade
– no make-up final will be given. NOTE THE DAY AND TIME
– final exam counts 20% of your overall grade

Make-up Exams
There are no make-up exams.

Extra Credit
There is no extra credit.
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Exam/Final Exam Details
– during exams, students are ONLY allowed the following items at their desk: pencil(s) or

pen(s), spare eraser (void of its wrapper), calculator (void of its instruction card and case)
– any item(s) not listed above are implicitly forbidden to be used during an exam/quiz
– you may use any MEMORY CLEARED scientific calculator; the instructor or TA reserves

the right to inspect any programmable calculator at any time during an exam; any student
found to have relevant material stored on their calculator will be referred to the Dean of
Students for appropriate action (see Academic Dishonesty below)

– when possible, students will sit in alternating seats, face forward at all times, and remove any
clothing which might conceal eye movements, reflect images of anothers work, or hide course
materials for copying

– exam proctors will monitor any communication or signaling between students by talking,
whispering or making sounds, or by using your hands, feet, or other body movements, the
test paper itself or your writing implement

– if you must leave the room at any time during an exam, you must turn in your exam to the
instructor before leaving and will not be allowed to continue with the exam afterwards

Other Assistance
1. Instructor’s Office Hours

– tentatively Friday, 12:30pm-2pm, CHEM 305
– other times during the week by appointment

Regrade Policy
Requests to have 1 or more questions of an exam/quiz regraded have to be made within 1
week of receiving the graded assignment. The request should be in the form of an email from
your UNT email account to the instructor; the subject line should read “exam X regrade”,
where X is the assignment number; the body of the email should contain your full name, the
problem number and an explanation of how the problem was graded incorrectly.

Legal Notice Regarding Lecture Notes
My lectures and notes are protected by state common law and federal copyright law. You
are authorized to take notes in class thereby creating a derivative work from my lecture, but
the authorization extends only to making one set of notes for your own personal use and no
other use. You are not authorized to record my lectures, to provide your notes to anyone
else (hard copy or electronic), or to make any other use of those notes without express prior
written permission from me.

Academic Dishonesty
Students caught cheating or plagiarizing will receive a “0” for that particular assignment or
exam. Additionally, the incident will be reported to the Dean of Students, who may impose
further penalty. According to the UNT catalog, the term “cheating” includes, but is not
limited to: (a) use of any unauthorized assistance in taking quizzes, tests, or examinations;
(b) dependence upon the aid of sources beyond those authorized by the instructor in writing
papers, preparing reports, solving problems, or carrying out other assignments; (c) the ac-
quisition, without permission, of tests or other academic material belonging to a faculty or
staff member of the university; (d) dual submission of a paper or project, or resubmission of a
paper or project to a different class without express permission from the instructor(s); or (e)
any other act designed to give a student an unfair advantage. The term “plagiarism” includes,
but is not limited to: (a) the knowing or negligent use by paraphrase or direct quotation of the
published or unpublished work of another person without full and clear acknowledgment; and
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(b) the knowing or negligent unacknowledged use of materials prepared by another person or
agency engaged in the selling of term papers or other academic materials.

Email Use
My policy in this class is to not communicate any details regarding your grade through email.
I will only discuss these details in person with a student.

Withdrawal from Class
The administration of this institution has set deadlines for withdrawal of any college-level
courses. These dates and times are published in that semester’s course catalog. Adminis-
tration procedures must be followed. It is the student’s responsibility to handle withdrawal
requirements from any class. In other words, I cannot drop or withdraw any student. You
must do the proper paperwork to ensure that you will not receive a final grade of “F” in a
course if you choose not to attend the class once you are enrolled.
Last day to drop without a “W” is Monday, June 5
Last day to drop with a “W” or “WF” is Wednesday, June 28

Incomplete Grades
An “I” grade is a non-punitive grade given only during the last one-fourth of a semester and
only if a student (1) is passing the course; (2) has justifiable reason why the work cannot be
completed on schedule; and (3) arranges with the instructor to finish the course at a later
date by completing specific requirements that the instructor must list on the electronic grade
roster. All work in the course must be completed within the specified time (not to exceed
one year after taking the course.) The last fourth of the current semester begins June 28.

Acceptable Student Behavior
Student behavior that interferes with an instructor’s ability to conduct a class or other stu-
dents’ opportunity to learn is unacceptable and disruptive and will not be tolerated in any
instructional forum at UNT. Students engaging in unacceptable behavior will be directed to
leave the classroom and the instructor may refer the student to the Dean of Students to con-
sider whether the student’s conduct violated the Code of Student Conduct. The university’s
expectations for student conduct apply to all instructional forums, including university and
electronic classroom, labs, discussion groups, field trips, etc. The Code of Student Conduct
can be found at http://deanofstudents.unt.edu.

ADA Statement
The University of North Texas makes reasonable academic accommodation for students with
disabilities. Students seeking accommodation must first register with the Office of Disability
Accommodation (ODA) to verify their eligibility. If a disability is verified, the ODA will
provide you with an accommodation letter to be delivered to faculty to begin a private
discussion regarding your specific needs in a course. You may request accommodations at
any time, however, ODA notices of accommodation should be provided as early as possible
in the semester to avoid any delay in implementation. Note that students must obtain a
new letter of accommodation for every semester and must meet with each faculty member
prior to implementation in each class. For additional information see the Office of Disability
Accommodation website at http://disability.unt.edu. You may also contact them by phone
at (940) 565-4323.

Emergency Notification and Procedures
UNT uses a system called Eagle Alert to quickly notify you with critical information in
the event of an emergency (i.e., severe weather, campus closing, and health and public safety
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emergencies like chemical spills, fires, or violence). The system sends voice messages (and text
messages upon permission) to the phones of all active faculty staff, and students. Please make
certain to update your phone numbers at http://www.my.unt.edu. Some helpful emergency
preparedness actions include: 1) know the evacuation routes and severe weather shelter areas
in the buildings where your classes are held, 2) determine how you will contact family and
friends if phones are temporarily unavailable, and 3) identify where you will go if you need
to evacuate the Denton area suddenly. In the event of a university closure, please refer to
Blackboard for contingency plans for covering course materials.

Retention of Student Records
Student records pertaining to this course are maintained in a secure location by the instructor
of record. All records such as exams, answer sheets (with keys), and written papers sub-
mitted during the duration of the course are kept for at least one calendar year after course
completion. Course work completed via the Blackboard online system, including grading
information and comments, is also stored in a safe electronic environment for one year. You
have a right to view your individual record; however, information about your records will not
be divulged to other individuals without the proper written consent. You are encouraged to
review the Public Information Policy and the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
(FERPA) laws and the universitys policy in accordance with those mandates at the following
link: http://essc.unt.edu/registrar/ferpa.html

Student Perceptions On Teaching (SPOT)
Student feedback is important and an essential part of participation in this course. The
Student Perceptions On Teaching (SPOT) is a requirement for all organized classes at UNT.
This short survey will be made available at the end of the semester to provide you with an
opportunity to evaluate how this course is taught.

Succeed at UNT
UNT endeavors to offer you a high-quality education and to provide a supportive environment
to help you learn and grown. And, as a faculty member, I am committed to helping you be
successful as a student. Heres how to succeed at UNT: Show up. Find Support. Get
advised. Be prepared. Get involved. Stay focused. To learn more about campus
resources and information on how you can achieve success, go to http://success.unt.edu/

These descriptions and timelines are subject to change at the discretion of the
Professor.
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